
The Non-extremism Neo-extremism

Navigating the streets of old Europe, it is hard not to come to terms with a the new
radical  reality  emerging  from  the  urban  offspring:  “DEATH  TO  RASCISM!”,  “NO  TO
FASCISM! ” are just a few of the imperative mottoes screaming in the eyes of a traveler.
The contrast  is far more evident when such mottoes are usually brutally applied via
stickers and graffiti on the historic architecture which might in fact have taken place not
only because of a will of “power”, as the urban offspring seems to claim, but also as a
will of love. In this respect, the fascist mottoes applied around southern Europe with the
rise of Fascism, that very propaganda is by no means dissimilar from the much in vogue
Anti-Fascist propaganda germinating so clamorously and populistically in the European
urban centers.

If  we content ourselves with a simple assumption,  that  this  new form of  extremism
accusing old forms of extremism, is taking place in cities and it is generated by the local
youth, we can easily discern the new mentality of the upcoming generation defeating
the nihilism of modern life with a new form of extremism not too far from the extremist
antidotes utilized by previous European generations. As the latter extremism, also this
form of extremism is most self-destructive bringing the whole of the social fabric to an
unbearable  absurdity  created  by  the  upper  hand  of  ideologies  over  scientifically
conscious decisions.

At the base of the problem then we seem to have again the meaningless of the young
minds in a technology dominated world. The problem seems again that of not being
able to acknowledge at a social level, “technology” as strictly correlated to the human
destiny, as much as nature and more in particular God, was to the pre-technological
man. In order for the young mind to overcome this “nihilist complex”, it should be clear
by now that he or she ought to turn technological, he or she ought to fully embed within
him or herself, pure and unmediated technological behaviours which would allow him
or her to operate with a new universe of meanings within our new technical reality.

Education, in this respect, should be aimed to facilitate the maturing minds to master
the tools  which would allow them to make sense and contribute  “humanly”  to  the
technological  surroundings.  All  attempts  to  maintain  and  sustain  environments,
particularly at the educational level, that are not technology considered, should be not
allowed to take the upper hand, as they only contribute, more or less directly, to the
general  unemployment  of  the  young  minds  and  a  consequent  embracement  of
extremist forms of “fashionable” ideologies. It would be too utopic to hope for every



young mind to be facilitated in his or her maturation of a technological extension which
would  allow  him  or  her  to  think  consciously  and  independently  in  relation  to  a
technology governed reality.  It  would be enough to disregard the sustainment or  at
least the predominance of old mentalities which only contribute to a general feeling of
unemployment.


